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Outline

Goal: Construct a corpus of real world language usage annotated with
occurrences of linguistic phenomena.

Linguistic phenomena: Things that descriptive linguistics concerns
itself with and are amenable to formal analysis.

I Especially syntactic and morphosyntactic phenomena

I More complex and implementationally “interesting”

Why: Drive techniques for automatically detecting phenomena within
grammars.

HMGE paper:

http://www.univ-orleans.fr/lifo/evenements/HMGE13/proceedings_HMGE13.pdf

http://www.univ-orleans.fr/lifo/evenements/HMGE13/proceedings_HMGE13.pdf


Why phenomena detection?

Precision grammars have poor discoverability of linguistic phenomena

Nebulous implementations

I multiple types pertain to one phenomenon

I one type costraints multiple phenomena

I difficult to document

One does not simply grep for linguistic phenomena...

I phenomena names abbreviated in source code
I eg. v cp le, subj prd verb, conj red csel m-int rule

I variation in terminology
I eg. subordinate clause, dependant clause, embedded clause

I plausible analyses vary across:
I formalisms, grammatical frameworks, grammar engineering styles



Phenomena detection

Difficult to quickly ascertain

I if a grammar covers a particular phenomenon

I which parts of the grammar constrain the phenomenon

Applications

1. Bootstrapping grammar documentation

2. Augmenting descriptive grammars with treebanks

3. Phenomenon-based grammar navigation
I facilitate cross-linguistic hypothesis testing
I leveraging implemented solutions within existing grammars



Proposed Approach

1. Parse corpus items

2. Use parser output to associate grammar components with phenomena

3. Extract phenomenon “signatures”

Phenomenon signatures

I clusters of types that constrain the phenomenon

I or maybe clusters of TDL constraints

Predicative adjective =
{aj pp i-er le, prd aux verb ssr, trans adj pred synsem}

Passive =
{v pas odlr, norm passive verb lr, passive unerg synsem min,

passive synsem, be c was le}



Desiderata for corpus

I Grammar engineering framework independent

I Exhaustively annotated

I Token-level annotations

1.

2.

3.



Constructing a Proof-of-concept corpus

Aim

I Create and refine methodology for phenomenon corpus

I Produce a proof-of-concept packaged product

Corpus: 200 lines from Sherlock Homes and the Speckled Band

Methodology

1. Development of annotator guidelines

2. Annotation of text
I One annotator full 200 lines
I Second annotator two 50 line subsets

3. Evaluation
I Eyeballing — 1st 50 line subset
I Inter-annotator agreement — 2nd 50 line subset

4. Refinement of guidelines

5. Packaging of corpus



Phenomena and Annotator Guidelines

Phenomena selected

I Passive clauses

I Interrogative clauses

I Complement clauses

I Imperative clauses

I Relative clauses

Annotator guidelines

I Consultation of typological literature
I Development of criteria for inclusion

I Establish the range of each phenomenon
I Balance between cross-linguistic coverage and non-exhaustive analysis
I eg passives: impersonal passives, indirect passives, anticausatives

Available online: http://repository.unimelb.edu.au/10187/17611

http://repository.unimelb.edu.au/10187/17611


Annotation

brat browser-based rapid annotation tool



Inter-annotator agreement

kappa-like coefficients

I eg: Fleiss’ kappa and Krippendorf’s alpha

I statistical measures of inter-rater agreement

I take into account agreement occurring by chance

I calculate agreement for phenomena spans across entire corpus

Problems for phenomenon annotations:

1. Annotation units cannot overlap — not true of phenomena

2. Annotators are both creating units and labelling them
I Introduces issues of how spans are coded

3. Want fuzzy agreement at boundaries



Resolving overlapping units

1. Calculate agreement on a per phenomenon basis

2. Resolve nested phenomena
I For each rater:

I For each overlapping annotation:
1. Append copy of sentence to end of text.
2. Move overlapping annotation to copy.
3. Move closest matching annotation for each other rater (if any)



Problems introduced by spanning annotations

I Raters are creating units and labelling them

I Using standard approaches requires coding into tokens

I Does not respect annotation boundaries

The coding problem



Krippendorf’s alpha for unitizing continuous data

I Divide up continuum into units: annotations and gaps

I Use a difference function between units

I Observed disagreement: compare each rater’s section with all other
raters’ sections

I Expected disagreement: compare each possible pair of units

I α = 1− observed disagreement
expected disagreement



Results

Phenomenon Rater 1 Rater 2 α-char α-word α-line αU-char αU-word
Passive clause 4 5 0.871 0.852 0.780 0.855 0.825
Relative clause 8 8 0.909 0.910 0.854 0.888 0.899
Complement clause 8 13 0.716 0.709 0.705 0.389 0.364
Interrogative clause 3 3 0.972 0.939 1.000 0.997 0.988
Imperative clause 3 2 0.852 0.784 0.792 0.907 0.866

Interpreting kappa-like scores:

k = 1 perfect agreement
k ≥ 0.8 reliable agreement
k ≥ 0.667 tentative conclusions
k = 0 systematic disagreement

More work on disagreement analysis is required.



Packaging

Export to [incr tsdb()] profile format

I Supports phenomenon and item-phenomenon records

I Existing profiles easily augmented

I But does not support character spans



Next steps

1. Start development of phenomenon corpus based on DeepBank
I Gold trees should yield more appropriate signatures
I WSJ data increases interoperability between frameworks
I ParDeepBank leaves door open for cross-linguistic exploration

2. Explore signature extraction techniques
I using AVM types + supertypes from gold tree
I Possibly complete parse forest — no need for treebank
I Or even parse chart — no need for successful parse

3. Try to automate annotation using phenomenon signatures



Bonus Graphs!



Derivation tree tokens/types from gold trees

I rules + lex types extracted from ERG 1212 WeScience gold trees

I i-length compared to number of tokens and number of types



Coverage of rules + lex types



Coverage of rules + lex types


